
School Date of Inspection

OE 

Grade

Previous 

grade

Full inspections

There have been no inspections since the last 

meeting

Item 32 - Ofsted update 10 October 2019
Schools inspected since last committee 2019
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Snapshot from End of Sept 2019

2
National figures as at end of Sept 2019 Ofsted Monthly Management data

% of 

schools 

judged to be  

Good & 

Outstanding

National % 

schools 

judged to be 

Good & 

Outstanding

% Pupils in 

a Good or 

Outstanding 

School

% of 

schools 

judged to be

Outstanding

National % 

Schools judged 

to be 

Outstanding

Primary 90.4 87.5 89.9 11.5 17.5

Secondary 100 75.9 100 0 21.1

Special 66.7 91.6 88.5 66.7 38.8

Colleges 100 - - - -

PRUs 100 83.1 100 0 18.1
All Schools 

(not 

colleges) 91.2 86.0 93.9 14.7 19.9
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Overview of School Ofsted Outcomes

3

As at end 

Sept 2019

Outstanding Good Requires 

improvement 

Inadequate 

Brighton & Hove:

% Schools
14.7% 76.5% 7.4% 1.5%

Brighton & Hove:

Number of schools
10 52 5 1

National :

% schools 

(as at end of Sept 

2019)

19.9% 66.2% 10.4% 3.6%

The pupil referral units are now one establishment: The Central Hub Brighton
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Overview of Early Years Ofsted inspections 
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• 97% of childcare providers on the Early Years Register in Brighton & Hove 

were judged good or outstanding (March  2019, published June 2019). This 

is above the figure of 95% in England and 96% in the SE.

• A high percentage of settings are judged as outstanding in Brighton & Hove, 

well above national and local outcomes:

- 30% outstanding (B&H),  23% (South East) and  20% (England).

• Early Years inspections since June 2019

2 settings have retained a good judgement (1 under new framework)

2 settings have moved from outstanding to good (both under new 

framework)
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EY Ofsted inspections since June 2019

Setting Inspection date Latest grade Previous grade

Gingerbread Day Nursery 14.8.19 Good 
Good

Torah Montessori Nursery 12.9.19 Good
Outstanding

Wise Owls Nursery 19.9.19 Good
Good

Oak Cottage Nursery 19.9.19 Good
Outstanding
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Revised Ofsted Education Inspection Framework 2019

The revised Education Inspection Framework is now in place. It is important to 

note that achieving a judgement of ‘outstanding’ is more challenging under this 

framework:

Outstanding is a challenging and exacting judgement. In order to reach this 

standard, inspectors will determine whether the early years provision meets 

all the criteria set out under ‘good’ for that judgement and does so securely 

and consistently. In other words, it is not enough that the provision is strong 

against some aspects of the judgement and not against others: it must meet 

each and every criterion. In addition, there are further criteria set out under 

the outstanding judgement, all of which the provision will also need to meet. 

Provision should only be judged ‘outstanding’ in a particular area if it is 

performing exceptionally, and this exceptional performance in that area is 

consistent and secure across the whole provision (Ofsted 2019) 

Accordingly, it is likely that some settings with a current judgement of outstanding 

will not retain this grading.
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